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1.  Kiran has 2021 different weights, and he knows that the mass of the nth weight is 2n grams 
for .  Kiran uses a balance scale that reports the signed difference in the total 
masses of the weights placed in its two baskets.  For example, if in Basket A Kiran places the 1- 
and 16-gram weights, and in the second basket Kiran places the 32-gram weight, the scale 
would read +15 grams.  Kiran places some weights in each basket, and the scale reads 
+4082420 grams, which Kiran notices equals 2020*2021.  What is the smallest possible number 
of weights Kiran could have used in total? 

Answer:___________ 
 

2.  Find all ordered pairs  of positive integers such that . 
 

      Answer:___________________ 
 
3.  Preston has a deck of 12 special cards: the first card says “Exactly 0 of the statements on 
the cards to the left of this card are true”, the second card says “Exactly 1 of the statements on 
the cards to the left of this card are true”, the third card says “Exactly 2 of the statements on the 
cards to the left of this card are true”, and so forth, and the twelfth card says “Exactly 11 of the 
statements on the cards to the left of this card are true.”.  Preston randomly shuffles the 12 
cards and then deals them in a line.  What is the probability that exactly 4 cards have true 
statements written on them? 

Answer:___________ 
4.   A convex hexagon has 9 diagonals. 

(a) Show that it is possible for 7 of these diagonals to have the same length. 
(b) Show that it is impossible for 8 of these diagonals to have the same length. 

Note:  For this problem, please include your proof on separate sheets of paper. 
 

5.  A slanted cone (i.e., a cone such that the line between its vertex and the center of its base is 
not perpendicular to its base) has a base radius of 4 cm and a volume of 128π cm3.  The largest 
sphere that can be inscribed in this cone has volume 36π cm3.  Compute the distance from the 
cone’s vertex to the center of its base. 

Answer:___________ 
 
6. A total of 3,432 students compete in the Very Mathematical Test Season (VMTS).  The VMTS 
has 14 true/false problems, and each student answers every problem either correctly or 
incorrectly.  Determine the greatest possible value of N such that the following statement must 
be true for any possible results of the competition: 

● There must necessarily exist a pair of 2 problems and a set of N students such that all of 
the N students answered both problems correctly, or all of the N students answered both 
problems incorrectly. 

Answer:___________ 
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